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The growth of data generated within thermal spraying is, for many, a daunting business. Yet, this growing resource
represents a largely untapped and potentially valuable asset capable of providing “knowledge” rather than just
“information”.
Many companies already use a range of Web based tools. However, the Web itself is changing and the vision for
the future, the “Semantic Web”, is set to revolutionise how business will be done. One important aspect of this Web
“future” is that web pages will be greatly enriched and data will have additional information (tags) which help to
describe it and more significantly, put the data into a context. This will enable machine readability and the use of
query languages to ask direct questions.
Following on from ideas introduced at ITSC 2007, a proof of concept demonstrator has been built for thermal spray
coatings used in the Maintenance Repair and Overhaul (MRO) of gas turbines. A system has been built which
stores and manipulates a range of data including; aircraft deliveries, RSS feeds of aircraft sales, engine types,
MRO business details, thermal spray coatings and market dynamics. This paper presents the development of this
system and discusses its future potential.
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Introduction

Like most business afflictions the problem of “dataoverload” can be looked at as an important and even
significant commercial opportunity. In order to make
this turn-around happen a method is needed which
enables the consolidation of data held in a wide range
of formats and sources plus the ability to interrogate
this vast data source in order to extract knowledge.
Given the exponential growth of data with time any
system must also be fully expandable and, of course,
be capable of automatic operation!
The initial reaction to this issue may be to ask “why
not just use conventional spread sheets, databases
and web tools?” This is understandable but to just
“Google it” does not actually solve a basic problem
namely how does one piece of data relate to another?
There is no knowledge behind a simple word search.
A common example often used to show this is to
search on the word “apple”. The results will include
references to computers and fruit in order of
commercial sponsorship, and a mix of citations,
number of hits, meta data and word searches. The
only real knowledge involved will lie with the user who
has to refine the search terms. What is needed is a
way to add some knowledge to the data itself.
In fact this aspect is currently being worked on by
developers of what is seen to be the next generation
of the Web, the Semantic Web [1,2]. The new vision
will be to enrich data by incorporating additional
information (tags) which both help to describe it but
more significantly, put the data into a context.
Furthermore, this Semantic Web content will be fully
machine readable and allow the use of query
languages to ask direct questions. In essence, this
future generation of the Web will contain knowledge
as well as documents. The term “semantic” simply
means the meaning of things. In this context it is used

to define the meaning of data but more importantly
how they interrelate.
Establishing interelationships however is in itself a
complex field of study. A useful starting point may be
the development and use of taxonomies which aim
define and organise objects. The ASM use a
taxonomy as a browse feature “to provide relevant
results from all of content sources in the ASM
Community“ [3]. Adding further information about
relationships goes one step further and creates what
is called an ontology. This idea was introduced at
ITSC 2007 [4] and is a central feature of the system
discussed in this paper. A more detailed treatment of
this field may be found elsewhere [5]. Some examples
of some defined relationships within an aviation
ontology are provided in table 1.
Table 1: Some examples of ontology classes and
relationships, instance triples in aviation and MRO
shops.
Ontology classes and relationships
Aero-Space
Manufacture
Aircraft
Companies
Aero Engines
Power
Aircraft
Airlines
Operate
Aircraft
Gas Turbine
Is a
Aero Engine
Examples of instance triples - aviation
Boeing
Manufacture
777-200
Airbus
Manufacture
Airbus 320
BA
Operate
777-200
777-200
Is a
Aircraft
IAE
Manufacture
Aero Engines
V2500
Is a
Aero Engine
Examples of instance triples – MRO Shops
MRO shops
Overhaul
Aero Engines
MTU, Zhuhai
Operate
An MRO shop
MTU, Zhuhai
Is located in
Far East
MTU, Zhuhai
Overhaul
V2500

Insstances arissing from these sorts of ontological
relations can be used to infer va
arious sorts of
owledge. Fo
or example, it can be
e inferred that
t
kno
Bo
oeing is an aerospace company frrom the facct it
ma
akes the 777-200, the 777-200
7
is an aircraft and
a
aerospace com
mpanies makke aircraft.

he data was then processsed in three
e-stages which:
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cre
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F (a
number of besspoke scriptss were develo
oped to convvert
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the
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escribed briefly
elow.
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he Resourcce Descripttion
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he first stage
e was to cre
eate a suitable ontologyy to
Th
capture the semantics an
nd structure
e of each data
d
e data is repllicated betwe
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source. While much of the
erms of insta
ances (e.g. that
t
diffferent sources, both in te
Am
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airline from the
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U.S.A) and
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airline from the
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This section provides an overview
o
of the technolo
ogy
ed to build the MRO-A
Assist demo
onstrator. Data
D
use
describing aircraft types, th
he engines th
hey use and the
RO shops th
hat can repair them, is available
a
from
ma
MR
number of public data sourrces. Manufa
acturers such
h as
Airrbus and Boe
eing provide detailed info
ormation on the
number of planes ordered in formats, such as Exxcel
utlines the da
ata sets used
d in
and PDF. The list below ou
e MRO-Assisst application
n, including the
t source data
d
the
forrmat, and the
e information
n they contain
n:
•
•
•
•
•

Airbus--Orders: Airlines,
A
airrcraft, number
ordered / delivered
d / operationa
al (Excel).
g-Deliveries: Airline, co
ountry, regiion,
Boeing
model,, engine fittted, order date, number
ordered (Excel).
e Yearbook 2007:
2
Aircra
aft, model, tyype,
Engine
numbe
er of engines, compatible engines
Engine
e Yearbookk 2007: MR
RO, Compa
any
Name, Address, Ap
pprovals (pdff).
F
C
Country
coorrdinates, fla
ags,
CIA Fact-book:
demog
graphic / economics (rdf)..

gure 1 Ontollogy map
Fig

With the Airbus orders datta set, only summaries are
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e
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ach
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by Airbus
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a source. Therefore, sm
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ogy
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levvel. Figure (1) provides a visual representation
the
e Boeing deliiveries ontolo
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the raw
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i
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odels were then expo
orted to RD
DF.
in-memory mo
onversion off PDF documents to RDF
R
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d a
Co
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milar pattern but required
d more manual interventtion
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he source te
ext to a ma
achine-reada
able
forrmat.
ote that lan
nguages succh as RDF represent th
heir
(No
content as triples
t
conssisting of a subject, a
perator and an
a object. Some
S
examp
ples
relationship op
und in Table
e 1. A “ triple strore ” stora
age
of these are fou
d to provide easy
e
access to the data [9].
sysstem is used
ata Linking
Da
nce the sourrce data had
d been conve
erted into RD
DF,
On
concept instances from each data set that
t
refer to the
w
linked
d using a Web Ontolo
ogy
same entity were
nguage, OWL [10].In thiss language, the
t owl:same
eAs
lan
pro
operty is use
ed to link id
dentical term
ms found witthin
dife
erent datase
ets as illustrated in Figure
e (2).
ovides the po
ower to query over multiiple
This linking pro
s
sly. For exam
mple, by linkking
data sources simultaneous
d countries between the
insstances of airlines and
Bo
oeing and Airrbus data sets it is possib
ble to query the
kno
owledge basse for all orrders made by region (e
e.g.
No
orth America or Europe), by country, or
o by airline. To
achieve this lin
nking, a num
mber of map
pping files were
w
anually creatted, as summ
marised in the
e list below:
ma
•

airbus_
_engine_mapping.rdf

•

g_manufacturers_mappin
ng.rdf
boeing

•

cia_country_mappiing.rdf

•

aul_engine_m
mapping.rdf
overha

Fig
gure 2 Linkss between on
ntologies
he Overall system
Th
nce the RDF
F data, onto
ologies, and
d mapping files
f
On
we
ere created, all RDF wa
as imported into the Triple
Sto
ore. This pro
ovided an end
d-point throu
ugh which qu
uery
lan
nguages cou
uld be used to
o extract info
ormation. In this
t
case the querry language
e used was SPARQL [11]
[
hich was able to provide
e summaries
s as well as the
wh
sta
atistics need
ded for the
e forecasting
g algorithm.. A
PH
HP+ Javascrript front-end
d was develo
oped to provvide
the
e application
n interface using HTTP
P to query the
trip
ple store. A number off caching prrocedures were
w
used to impro
ove perform
mance since many querries
quired large amounts of p
processing.
req
The MRO
O Assist De
emonstratorr
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here are three principal objectives underlying the
Th
MR
RO-Assist de
emonstrator:
•

•
•

To
c
consolidate
from
f
multiple
data
heterogeneous da
ata sources into a sin
ngle
n of
representation thatt facilitates the extraction
ation that is not poss
sible from the
informa
individual sources.
ovide a grap
phical interface to view and
a
To pro
explore
e data.
To fore
ecast future MRO re-co
oating business
by esstimating the
e number of
o planes and
a
engine
es in operatio
on at a region
nal level.

Th
he first aim was
w
realised
d using the Semantic Web
W
tec
chnologies described
d
ab
bove. The se
econd two were
w

ugh the development of a graphical, web
w
achieved throu
ation that exxploits the integrated and
a
based applica
ored data.
sto
ata Presentattion
Da
n, a Google map was ussed
In order to aid visualisation
nvenient wayy of
forr the interfacce. This provides a con
acccessing and interrogating
g the system
m. For examp
ple,
Fig
gure 3 shows the locatio
ons of MRO shops. Each
h of
the
ese can be selected to view additio
onal informattion
succh as the company
c
de
etails and re
epair approvvals
held.

additional info
ormation (su
uch as the country’s fllag,
po
opulation, num
mber of airpo
orts, etc.) is displayed. Note
N
tha
at it would be
b easy to a
add financia
al data such as
GD
DP per head which is an indicator of numbers of the
po
opulation who
o take flights.
epair Shops
s This map view display
ys a marker for
Re
ea
ach repair sh
hop. By clickking on a re
epair shop it is
po
ossible to view the compa
any name, itt's address, and
a
the
e engine app
provals.
oatings Info
ormation Th
his tab will place a sm
mall
Co
gra
aph for each
h region on the map sh
howing the to
otal
MR
RO businesss generated
d for engine
e re-coating. A
user may clickk on the grap
ph snap-shott to obtain a full
ze, more deta
ailed version
n.
siz

gure 4 Historical growth in MRO business by eng
gine
Fig
typ
pe (1981-200
05)

gure 3 Displa
ay Interface showing MR
RO shops
Fig
engine capabilities/approva
als
A tabular
t
data browser (mu
uch like conttemporary RDF
R
bro
owsers such as mSpace [12] and Ta
abulator [13] ) is
alsso supplied to show furth
her informatio
on. An exam
mple
of this, shown in the screen
n shot in figu
ure 3, which has
h
a summary
s
of airlines and the number of engines and
a
pla
anes they own
o
and which
w
aircraft
ft manufactu
urer
supplied them
m. Going deeper
d
by highlighting a
particular airlin
ne, the engin
ne inventory can be view
wed
sho
owing types and numberrs currently in
n service.
nd tabular browser
b
inte
erface are just
j
The maps an
amples of how
h
the storred data can
n be presen
nted
exa
but are actuallyy based on questions
q
posed by the user
u
s
ansswers to some
s
detaiiled
to provide specific
ut the MRO industry. The demonstra
ator
questions abou
he following capabilities:
currently has th
egional Info
ormation. Ma
arkers for evvery countryy in
Re
the
e dataset, ussing coordina
ate data extrracted from the
CIA
A factbook. On selectting a partticular coun
ntry,

oatings Pie This tab iss used to display the to
otal
Co
value of the MRO
M
re-coatting busines
ss generated
d in
ach region. The
T size of e
each chart is
s relative so the
ea
user can easilyy see how tthe business
s in each of the
gions compa
ares to each other. A tim
me slider is also
a
reg
dis
splayed, to se
elect a year from 1965 – 2025.
A configuration
n screen is a
also provided to enable the
user to tweak the parametters used in the forecastting
gorithm.
alg
ave been linkked
In this study a range of datta sources ha
gether using
g the newly developed semantic to
ools
tog
(on
ntologies, triple store, lin
nks etc). In this
t
system the
linked data can
n be easily in
nterrogated (for
( example
e by
nguage [11])) to extract the
using SPARQL query lan
quired know
wledge. For example by
y querying both
b
req
the
e Airbus and
d Boeing da
atasets for airplane ord
ders
res
stricted to a particular region, it is po
ossible to obttain
an estimate forr the total nu
umber of plan
nes in operattion
Engine ontolo
ogy
forr that region. By using the Aircraft-E
to examine wh
hich engines are fitted to these planess, it
is possible to determine the numberr and typess of
eration and therefore esttimate the MRO
engines in ope
w
be gen
nerated.
business that would

[a
a.]

gure 6 Configuration Scrreen
Fig
Aircraft Manufactures The slider bar in the upper left
ows the userr to modify th
he percentag
ge of the marrket
allo
tha
at would be held
h
by Airbu
us and Boein
ng in the future.
[b
b.]
Fig
gure 5 Coating business (a) 2007 and (b) 2025
Fo
or values in the future, a forecastin
ng algorithm
m is
use
ed to estimate the MRO coattings busine
ess
generated.

4.

ew Aircraft Models This sliders ba
ar dictates what
w
Ne
pe
ercentage of planes purcchased in the future will be
ne
ew models (ssuch as the Airbus A380
0 or the Boe
eing
Drreamliner).
egional Gro
owth Rates Growth rate
es are used
d to
Re
forrecast the nu
umber of plan
nes sold in each region.

usiness
The MRO Coating Bu

Ass already mentioned, this system is both
b
flexible and
a
sca
alable. Any amount of further data
a sets can be
easily integrated by addin
ng extra on
nlological terrms
ding
and links wherre necessaryy. So, for exxample, add
ecific compo
onents to engines such as
a fan casin
ngs,
spe
combustors an
nd turbine bla
ades and dettails of coatin
ngs
ed on these componentss can readilyy be added and
a
use
use
ed to answ
wer question
ns about market size. To
esttimate the MRO
M
re-coating businesss that would be
generated in the future, we use a forecastting
gorithm to esstimate the number of pla
anes that willl be
alg
in operation in
n a particular region at a given date
e in
e future. Fro
om this, we
e can infer the numberr of
the
engines that will require
e overhaul, and thereffore
edict the bussiness genera
ated.
pre
hot of figure 6 shows th
he configurattion
The screen-sh
scrreen with all the parameters that are used by the
forrecasting alg
gorithm. Thesse paramete
ers are split into
i
thrree categorie
es:

gure 7 Configuration Scrreen
Fig

The first step in the forecasting algorithm extracts
historical plane order data for each region from the
triple store using SPARQL queries. These results are
used to calculate the number of planes and engines
currently in operation, as well as the regional
preferences towards a particular engine manufacturer.
The second step estimates the number of planes that
would be ordered in the future using the three
parameters (outlined above) set by the user. The
regional growth rate is used to predict the number of
new aircraft that will be ordered. Using 5 years of
historical data, and the user parameters that set the
number of new aircraft that would be ordered and the
Airbus – Boeing market share, an estimate for the
aircraft models that would be ordered is generated.
The final step uses the regional preferences towards a
particular engine manufacturer to estimate the
engines that would be fitted to the newly ordered
aircraft. From this figure, it is possible to predict the
total number of engines that will be in operation and
therefore the MRO coatings business generated.
5.

Summary and Discussion

The MRO-Assist application has shown how a number
of datasets can be integrated to provide an intelligent
knowledge base for the civil engine MRO business.
That this can be expanded to cover any aspect of the
business has been demonstrated for one particular
activity i.e. coatings. However, there is potential for
using this technology as a platform for any number of
applications.
Companies such as Airbus already have a simple
system for stock control whereby parts are bar-coded.
When used they are scanned and this information is
passed to the supply chain in order to optimise stock
control. Using this new technology much more
ambitious systems could be realised. Companies
could integrate their own data about parts, materials,
processes, quality, approvals, commercial detail and
management systems and generate a common
system for the whole company and/or supply chain.
This could form web based tool which was
expandable in real time.
Another, more general example could be the
generation of a system for Surface Engineering. There
is a wealth of data available on surface engineering
processes, materials, coatings, wear, corrosion etc
which lies in a disparate set of sources. Increasingly,
data from processing is being generated as well as inservice data. In the latter case, data mining is
becoming an increasingly important diagnostic tool.
The ability to integrate all of these aspects into a
single, intelligent system would provide designers and
users of surface engineering and coatings with a very
important tool.
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